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Introduction
Let us consider the probability space Ifi(n, p) consisting of all graphs on n labeled vertices where each edge occurs with probability p =1-q, independently of all other edges . The aim of this note is to find such natural numbers which are likely to occur as orders of maximal induced trees contained in a graph G E 19(n, p) when 0 < p < 1 is fixed . By a maximal induced tree we mean an induced tree which is not properly contained in any other tree .
A similar problem devoted to maximal complete subgraphs of G was considered by Bollobás and Erdös [2] , who showed that for every s > 0 almost every (a.e.) graph G E 19(n, p) is such that if log n log n (1+E) log b <r<(2-s) log b where b =1/p, then G contains a clique of order r . The largest integer r for which a.e. graph G E 19(n, p) contains a topological complete r-graph was derived by Bollobás and Catlin [1] . Let us remark that some bounds of the orders of maximal induced trees in a graph G E 19(n, p) for p > 0 .06 have already been given by Karonski and Palka (see [4, 5] ) .
1n Section 2 we give an upper bound for the order of an induced star in a random graph. This result (which may have interest on its own) is used in proving the main theorems presented in Section 3. An open problem with a discussion is given in the last part of this paper. 
. A lemma
Here we will cun,i(.Ier the exi,tence of an induced H . r)-tree in a graph G ( Am pL R_y a (l, KMW we mean a complete bipartite graph K, ., which has two vertex classes of I and r vertices, respectively (such a graph is often called a ,tar) . Let the ,eriex from the first class he called the rout of the star . To simplify the notation we shall put h -1 Q and d -IN . The following lemma will he useful in proving our main results Oven in Section 3 .
Letntna . Por cuery F---() and ?'--=r _(?-F) (log'Wdog (1) 
Consequently
Prob(Xr=0)<Q,/E;<F,+F,+r(F2+F, ,)=0 (1) for all 2<r-(2--)(log n)/(log d) and large n . This completes the proof of the lemma. r Let us see that only one more step is necessary to show that the largest order of an induced star in a .e . graph G E Ifi(n, p) is 2 log n +o(log n) . Now, for any 1 _ i < k and sufficiently large n we have
Thus Probjt(G)<(1-e)logd -0(1) l g which proves the left hand side of the desired inequality . Now we show that a .e. graph G c W(n, p) contains a maximal induced tree of order less than (1 + s) (log n)/(log d) . From our Lemma we can deduce that a .e. graph G c `9(n, p) contains at least one induced (1, r)-tree, where r -log n + (1 + y) log log n (1) log d log d
and y > 0 is a constant . It is easy to see that this tree is the maximal tree . As a matter of fact, the probability that there is a vertex in the graph G connected with exactly one vertex belonging to the tree is at least (n -r-1)(r+ 1)pq' <_ (log n) -'Y(1 +0 (1)), when r is given by (1) . This completes the proof of the theorem . Since the largest tree is at the same time the largest maximal tree, so we can formulate the following corollary of Theorems 1 and 2 .
Corollary . Given s > 0 a . e . graph G E Ifi(n, p) is such that if log n log n (1+s) log d<r<(2-s) log d' then G contains a maximal induced tree of order r, but G does not contain a maximal induced tree of order less than (1-s)(logn)/(log d) or greater than (2+s)(log n)/(log d) .
. An open problem
Up to now the edge probability p was fixed . Now, let p be a function on n, i .e ., p = p(n) and tends to zero as n~. The following open problem is worth considering .
Problem . Find such a value of the edge probability p for which a graph G E Ifi(n, p) has the greatest induced tree .
As a comment to this problem let us notice that Erdös and Rényi have shown [3] that if A denotes the number of vertices of the greatest tree contained in a Trees in random graphsgraph G E '6(n, p), then for p = 1/n lim Prob{A--n 3w(n)}=0 and lim Prob{A--n 3/w(n)}= 1 where w(n) is a sequence tending arbitrarily slowly to infinity . We are sure that for p = c/n, where c > 1 is a constant, a graph G c Ifi(n, p) contains a tree of order nt_F (g >0 is a constant) but we also conjecture more, namely that G E 19(n, c/n) contains a tree of order y(c)n, where y(c) depends only on c .
